
Alexander Tsaplev 
Front-End Software Engineer 
Software engineer with 7 years of experience in crafting high-performance web applications. Formerly a full-stack engineer proficient
in LAMP and MERN stacks, now focused on front-end development using React.js and TypeScript. Adept at collaborating with designers
and back-end engineers to ensure seamless user experiences, while maintaining a commitment to the best practices and staying
updated on the latest front-end technologies. 

alexander@tsaplev.me +44 7379 470339 

London, UK (Global Talent visa) linkedin.com/in/tsaplev 

github.com/tsaplev instagram.com/a.tsaplev 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Front-End Software Engineer II 
Booking.com @ Flights 
06/2022 - Present,  flights.booking.com 
Leading online travel agency platform offering comprehensive travel services 

Reduced Help Centre requests by enhancing information components 

Decreased business costs for CS by optimising order self-management flow 

Improved consistency and technical compatibility of shared components 

Contributed to global infrastructure and codebase enhancements 

Senior Front-End Engineer 
VK @ Pay 
04/2021 - 06/2022,  vkpay.com 
Payment solution integrated within Europe's largest social network (90M+ MAU) 

Enhanced the cashout screen UI to decrease user interaction time 

Boosted customer retention rate by developing a cash-back module 

Managed and updated partnership content on the main landing page 

Contributed to VKUI, an open-source React.js library with 80K+ downloads 

Improved the user interface of the transaction details screen 

Full-Stack Engineer 
Svyaznoy Travel 
04/2018 - 11/2020,  travel.svyaznoy.ru 
Online travel agency by a major Russian electronics retail chain 

Assisted in migrating the legacy front-end codebase to React.js 

Created game landing pages with a 4% click-through rate 

Maintained the PHP back-end codebase for existing products 

Launched a booking service for airport train tickets to boost upsells 

Influenced technical decisions for the mobile app, which became a 50% sales
channel 

Software Engineer 
Freelance / Self-Employed / Personal Projects 
01/2016 - 04/2018,  tsaplev.me/projects 

Developed multiple Minimum Viable Products within strict deadlines 

Managed fellow engineers on various projects 

Navigated undocumented APIs and legacy codebases 

Offered guidance on data migration and codebase optimization 

Mentored non-technical staff in utilizing Content Management Systems 

SKILLS 

JavaScript React.js Node.js 

TypeScript Redux Git CI/CD 

HTML & CSS SQL Webpack 

*NIX Jest Figma 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

Travel Journal 
Author & Maintainer 

App for tracking travel history, including
visited cities and countries 

http://github.com/tsaplev/traveljournal 

Routon 
Author & Maintainer 

App designed to plan and organize
upcoming travels 

https://github.com/tsaplev/routon 

Tsaplevdotme 
Author & Maintainer 

Personal website 

https://github.com/tsaplev/tsaplevdotme 

INTERESTS 

Computer Science Automatization 

Product Management FinTech 

Personal Growth TravelTech 

FoodTech Travel Aviation 

Responsibilities 

Achievements 

Contributions 

Impact 

JavaScript, Webpack, Node.js, Jest 

React.js, TypeScript, Redux, Google Maps API 

Jamstack (Hugo), HTML, CSS, Go Templates 
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